Mild traumatic lesion of the right parietal cortex of the rat: selective behavioural deficits in the absence of neurological impairment.
Fluid impact models are widely used to study the histological and neurochemical consequences of traumatic brain injury and although behavioural consequences have also been studied, behavioural changes are often confounded by non-specific neurological deficits. In the present study we investigated behavioural effects of a unilateral mild traumatic lesion of the right lateral parietal cortex. This region is implicated in a number of basic and complex behaviors, and we therefore analyzed the performance of rats in a diverse range of behavioural procedures. The lesion had no effects on general neurological function, motor activity (activity boxes, rota-rod and paw reaching tests), habituation to a novel environment (holeboard), spatial learning ability (Morris water maze) or anxiety (elevated plus-maze). However, the lesioned animals demonstrated lower levels of exploration than the control group when novel objects were placed beneath some of the holes in the holeboard. Lesioned animals also differed from controls in their performance in passive and active avoidance procedures. In a step-through passive avoidance test the lesioned rats performed worse than the sham-operated controls, i.e. they had significantly lower entry latencies on the 2nd day. In contrast, in the active avoidance task the lesioned animals performed better than sham-operated rats, demonstrating a better ability to learn to avoid and escape from the shock. These diverse results in different tests of learning and memory, in particular the impairment in passive avoidance and the improvement in active avoidance behavior, are difficult to reconcile with a simple effect of the lesion on cognitive performance per se. The complete absence of general neurological deficits following the mild traumatic injury rules out the possibility that the observed behavioural changes reflect a non-specific impairment. These results demonstrate that mild traumatic lesion of the right parietal cortex can induce relatively selective behavioural changes that may serve to study functional recovery after trauma. However further work is required to establish the underlying deficit(s) that has led to the behavioural effects described here.